Letter of Registration and
Return
July 2016

Unto Their Imperial Majesties, and to all unto these letters come do I,
Dama Antonia Lopez-Hawk, send greetings.
This is the Official Letter of Registration and Return for the month of July 2016.
In this letter there are two estates and several people that have not renewed for
four or more years, being released.
I would also like to welcome one our newer herald, The Lost Herald of Cathair na
Caillte.
Reports were received from the following chapters:
Auroch’s Fjord, Cashel, Cathair na Caillte, Esperance, Glasgow, Glynmore,
Stirling, Varheim

In Service to the Empire,

Dama Antonia Lopez-Hawk
Imperial sovereign of arms

Sea Beasts in Adrian Heraldry

There are many different types of Sea Beasts that can be used in Adrian Heraldry I will
talk about three here. To be through, I will also give an example of a Sea Beast that is
NOT allowed in Adrian Heraldry I use "An Heraldic Alphabet" by J.P. Brooke-Little,
Clarenceux King of Arms. pub. 1973, but have been a few revisions since this date.
(Ref. 1)
I also use "Boutell's Heraldry" also by J.P Brooke-Little, Richmond Herald of Arms. pub.
1950, also with revisions since from date of publication. (Ref. 2)
Sea Beasts are creatures that have the top half of a creature and the bottom half of a
fish. J.P Brooke-Little states this in both books by listing the descriptions of each. The
Fish " As the symbol of a name, almost all Fish have been used in heraldry; and in many
instances Fish have been assumed in arms in reference to the produce of the estate, giving
to the quaint device a two-fold interest." (2 pg. 79) ex. Azure, crusily-fitchy, two barbels
hauriant embowed and addorsed Or, within a bourdure engrailed Gules (2 pg. 79) Give
sample of a fish here (2)
Sea Beasts I found three different Sea Beasts;
The Seadog;(1) A talbot with webbed feet, scales, and a dorsel fin. It can also be listed
as, "a talbot with webbed feet, scales, a dorsel fin, and a rudder like an otter's." J.P
Brooke-Little states that this used to be blazoned as 'hound marine' but that this term is no
longer used (1 pg. 186)

The sea lion, upper body of a lion with a dorsel fin and the tail of a fish, different from
the sea-calf

The sea serpent, the upper body of a serpent and a fish tail.

Also looks like a Lung Dragon

Ok, now for the NO. With all the awesome pirate movies popular, the Kraken has come
up many times. The Kraken is basically a monstrous squid. Krakens are mythic beasts
and have never been used in heraldry.

As always, do your homework before you turn in your device. Use a good search engine,
books, the reference section of the local library.
ASK QUESTIONS, there are never any dumb questions when learning something new.

Registration
CATHAIR NA CAILLTE

ERIK MCKIVER
DEVICE
5862
In bend Argent and Purpure, in chief an eagle’s head erased sinister Sable
orbed Purpure and in base a closed sinister wing Argent

ESPERANCE

DIRK HALT/ CAMPBELL
Or, a griffin rampant and tierced embattled Sable

DEVICE

ROYAL ORDER OF THE KNIGHTS OF OW
[Fieldless] upon a heart Purpure, a bend Argent

BADGE

GLYNMORE

HOUSE BRITTANY
Argent, a triquetra Vert

7133

DEVICE

KONIGSBURG

HOUSE OF TORVIN
DEVICE
Per chevron Azure and Vert, a chevron Or and in chief three oak leaves Or

VARHEIM

HOUSE OF RAVEN’S MARK
DEVICE
A raven diplayed wings inverted and dismembered within a border embattled Sable

GABRIELLE SILVERHAND
Vert, a sinister hand inverted Argent

BADGE

Corrections:
None

Returned:
None

Transferred:
STIRLING
FROM: YORK
TO: STIRLING
HOUSE OAKESBLOOD

Vert, an oak leaf within three annulets parted and interlaced Or

MARCH TIR DE RIGH

5965

Purpure, a crown between three oak leaves Or
FROM: YORK
TO: L’BETE’

Purpure, a wyvern displayed Or

FROM: BISQAIA
TO: COLLEGE OF ARMS - HISTORICAL
Argent, A pale wavy azure between two wolves rampant endorsed sable

Reinstate:
None

Release:
These estates are to be released in the next LoRR

Cambridge
CAMBRIDGE
Azure, a torch Argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or
CAMBRIDGE
Azure, on a lozenge Argent a flame proper
CAMBRIDGE
Or, on a pile Azure a torch Argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or in chief a crown
Argent
CAMBRIDGE
[Fieldless] a key Azure
CAMBRIDGE
Azure chapé ployé Or, in chief two fleur-de-lis Or, and in base a conifer tree proper
CAMBRIDGE
Azure, a torch Argent fired and charged with a mullet Or, between three fleur-de-lis Or
CAMBRIDGE, See of
Azure, a torch Argent fired and charged with a fleur-de-lis Or between three fleur-de-lis
Argent

Kent
KENT
Gules, a horse rampant Argent, on a chief Or three fleur-de-lis Gules

Kincora
BARONY OF TIR TAIRNGIRE
Per fess Vert and Sable, a lozenge Argent
BARONY OF WEST HAVEN
Paly Gules and Sable, a unicorn’s head erased Argent
BENTWOOD RAIDERS
Quarterly Azure and Or
Quarterly Or and Azure
Quarterly Azure and Or, 1st and 4th an axe and a sword in saltire inverted, and in base three
annulets interlaced one-and-two, all Or
COUNTY OF PHOENIX
Or, a phoenix Gules
HOUSE OF AVIGNON
Per pale Purpure and Argent, three chevronels Counterchanged
HOUSE OF KESSLER
Vert, a chevron Or between three lozenges Argent
HOUSE OF KINLOCH
Per chevron Sable and Vert, a bird volant Contourné Argent
HOUSE OF WESSEX
Sable, a cat passant Argent
HOUSE AVERNUS
Per fess Sable and Gules, two wolves combatant, in chief a crescent Argent
HOUSE CAER MORRIGU
Argent, a raven on a branch, wings addorsed Sable, within a bordure Gules
HOUSE CLAN MAGNI
Gules, four hammers in a cross bases conjoined to an annulet Argent
HOUSE CLOPHILL
Per chevron inverted Or and Sable, two halberds in saltire Or
HOUSE DANNADA
Per saltire Gules and Azure, in 2 and 3, lion’s heads caboshed Or
HOUSE GLEN NA GALT

Purpure, a moon decrescent Or
HOUSE LOGI AV FRAMI
Sable chapé Or, a torch enflamed Sable
HOUSE NA GAEL
Argent, a chevron Purpure, and three thistle blooms Purpure leaved and stemmed Vert
HOUSE PACT DE LOUPES
Quarterly Purpure and Argent, a wolf-print Counterchanged
HOUSE PAPYRUS
Azure, three rolls of parchment Argent, tied Gules sealed Or
ISLES OF KINCORA
Vert, two lions passant in pale Argent
MARCH OF MERCIA
Quarterly Or and Gules, 1st and 4th dragon passant contourné Gules
MARCH OF TARTARUS
Sable, a tricapitatied wolf rampant Argent
ORDER OF THE PHOENIX RISING
Gules, a phoenix rising and in chief rayonné Or
PRIDE OF KINCORA
Vert, a lion maintaining a sword Argent

Westmoreland
WESTMORELAND
Sable, on a pall Argent between three fleur-de-lis, four fleur-de-lis Sable

Malta
CANTON OF BISHOP’S KEEP
Per pale Or and Argent, a Maltese cross per fess Gules and Vert between a Bishop’s hat
enhanced tasseled of six on each side 1, 2, 3 Vert
KRAC DE CHEVALIER
Gules, on a pale Sable a Maltese cross at honour point Argent
MALTA
[Fieldless] the letter M Argent
MALTA

Per fess Gules and Vert, a cross throughout and in canton a crown Or
MALTA (IN MEMORIAL CHRISTOPHER BENARD)
Per fess Gules and Vert, a St. Bernard winged Argent collared with a barrel and haloed Or
MALTA (KNIGHTS OF)
[Fieldless] a cross per fess Gules and Vert fimbriated Or
MINISTER OF ARMS (FALCON)
[Fieldless] a falcon close Sable
The following are persons That have not renewed since 2013 or before.

ALBION
CAITLIN BELLE (O’CONNOR)

Per fess Azure and Purpure, a cat rampant Argent armed Sable, langued Gules maintaining a bell
Or

ODING VINGOE

Sable, a bend sinister between a sword bendwise sinister and a key inverted bendwise sinister
Argent

BRANDENBURG
NATALIA VON ROTHENBURG

Per saltire Vert and Azure a butterfly Argent

OTTO VON HAMMERMAKKER

Per pale Sable and Gules, two hammers conjoined at the handle bend sinister wise Or

BRUNICO
AURORA

Per saltire Argent and Purpure, two keys in fess Or within a bordure Counterchanged

BEORNIA FREOLIC

Per fess Gules and Purpure, a unicorn passant Argent

BODVARR

Per pale Gules and Sable, a bow and upon a chief Argent three arrows inverted Sable

ESTELLA

Per pale Azure and Or, a lion’s head caboshed within a bordure per pale all Counterchanged

JULIANA OF AELFRETHSCOOMBE

Or, three bars wavy Azure and a bordure Sable
Azure flaunched Or, a swan naiant contourné wings addorsed Argent

MATHE BRAKKEWINDE

Vert, on a chevron Or a bear passant Sable

SUNNICA FAIRFAX

Per pale Azure and Gules, a Pegasus passant Or

BURGANDY
ANGUS KILSHANNIG

Purpure, a chaussé Argent

MAJI BAVOL IBIN ROSALIA-

(Fieldless) A bordure Gules semy of cups Or alterrnate with hearts Sable
Gules, on a cup between in fess two crowns Or, a heart Sable, in chief another crown Or

CASTILLE
DARION KIRIKAS -

Quarterly Azure and Argent, four wagon wheels Counterchanged

CONSTANINOPLE
ROIBHILIN

Azure, a chevron rompu a chief embattled and in base a tankard Argent

ESPERANCE
CROMAR VOLFSBLOT

Argent, a wolf’s head caboshed Sable orbed Or

HENRY GOODWYNNE

Sable, a forked spearhead within a border Or

LYRICA ANGELINE

Quarterly Vert and Argent, two swords in saltire within a chaplet Counterchanged flowered Or

GLOUSTER

GINEVRA DELLA CASCATA

Ermine, a saltire dovetailed per saltire Gules and Sable Counterchanged quarterly surmounted by
a unicorn rampant Or

PER LONGSTRIDED

Sable, a dragon Or and a chief Gules

STEPHEN VAI’DATHA

Quarterly Purpure and Argent, a mullet of eight points Counterchanged

THOMAS DE LOS CEVERCEROS

[Fieldless] a pine tree Argent
Vert, three pine trees in chevron inverted Argent

AMARA VAI’DATHA

Quarterly Or and Gules, a mullet of eight points Counterchanged

KONIGSBURG
SKJELD KARLSON

Per pale Gules and Sable, a chevron Counterchanged fimbriated Or

KATHLEEN CAREY

Sable flaunched Argent, a triquetra Or

MARCUS CAREY

Argent, a pheon Sable
Argent, a pheon inverted within a bordure embattled Sable
Argent, a pheon within a bordure Sable
Argent, a frog sejant Azure

MEMBER AT LARGE
DALLAN CROMBIE

Per pale Sable and Argent, two wolf's heads couped respectant Counterchanged

MONICO
JOSAPHINE DE JARDIN

Argent, a rose Proper within a double tressure flory counter flory Sable

PEMBROKE
LYLEE

Per saltire Sable and Vert, a saltire between two coneys sejant respectant in fess Argent

THORIN (MELADIUS)

Azure chapé Gules, a sword enflamed Argent

ROANOKE
[CAPITAINE] E’XAVIER DE NORMANDY

Sable, a sheaf of three thigh bones Argent

AODHAN MACGOWAN

Per pale Argent and Azure, an anvil Sable

THE GNOME

Vert, a cock close Argent

SOMERSET
AONGHUS MACROSS

Argent, a thistle Proper, on a chief Sable three talbot (dog) heads couped in bend sinister Argent

STIRLING
EDWARD THE BRUTE (IORWERTH AP ANARAWD)

Per pale Or and Gules, a dragon passant Counterchanged, on a chief Sable three crosses fleury Or

WOT D’ FOQUE

Quarterly Gules and Sable, in 2 and 3 two rapiers in saltire Argent

“SISTER” ELIZABETH

Azure, a cross crosslet fitchy Or surmounting in base two swords in saltire and a chief Argent

JAROSLAV ILICH

Gules, an angel standing maintaining in dexter a sword and in sinister a scythe, wings displayed
Argent

TERRE NEUVE
CHRISTINE BRECKENRIDGE

Argent, a columbine Purpure slipped Vert within a bordure per pale Purpure and Azure

GUNTHER THE GREY

Vert, a lute bendwise Or

JUANRAMON HERVAS

Argent, a sheaf of arrows Azure
Azure, a sail paly of six Gules and Argent
Azure, a sail paly of six Gules and Argent on a chief Argent three sheaves of arrows Azure
Or, a acorn slipped and leaved Proper inverted

JULIET DE FRIGUEIREDO (RAMONA)

Per fess Purpure and Vert, a fess embattled Argent

JOCELYN ADARA HELIANE DESJARDIN

Per bend Purpure and Sable, an escallop Argent

THINARIA
ANDREW SINCLAIR

Per bend sinister Vert and Sable a bend sinister ermine and in chief a wolf rampant contourné
Argent

UMBRIA
TALLIYAH ROSE BLACKHAWK

Azure, a seahorse maintaining a bow armed and on a bordure Argent an orle of seven thistles
slipped and leaved Vert

VINCENT CROFT

Argent, a sun Sable

CIMINDRI DELAFORT-UMB

Per bend sinister Or and Azure, in dexter chief a crescent Azure

YORK
DRAKE HIGHWIND

Azure, a chevron between three cross crosslets fitchy Argent

ROSE DEWITT AP RHYS

Gules flaunched Sable, a lion dormant Argent

CAROL ANN MACKAY

Argent, a pall between a butterfly, hand sinister, and hand dexter Purpure

ISTALINA

DEANGOUMOIS

Gules, on a lozenge Argent a fleur-de-lis Gules
Per chevron enhanced Argent and Azure, two fleur-de-lis and a dragon dormant, all Counterchanged

JOSEPHINE (DURAND) DEVERAUX

Gules, an owl Argent within a wreath of oak leaves Or

AGATHA

Or, a bend wavy Azure, overall a mermaid Argent, finned Vert, crined and maintaining a bow
armed Or

ANNABETH LORENE CLARENDON

Checky Argent and Gules, a leopard's head erased affrontee Or

DEUCE

Per pale Gules and Sable, two towers Argent

DONNA VERONICA ISABELLA KATERINA ANGELINA DI MAGDELENA
(ISABELLS MARIA DE MAGDELENA)

Or, two lions Sable salient respectant supporting a rose Purpure barbed and seeded Or

FIONNGHUALLA INGHEAN RUAIDHNI
Sable lozengy Or, a semy of roses Purpure barbed and seeded Proper
Sable, a lozenge Or, overall a rose Purpure barbed and seeded Proper

GOVANNON [AP GWYDION]
Sable, three cross’s pattee in pale Argent
Purpure, a bend Or, overall a stag’s head couped affrontee Counterchanged
Per pale Sable and Argent, three crosses pattee in pale Counterchanged

NEVARO
Azure, a dragon's head couped close within a bordure Argent
Azure, a dragon's head couped affrontee within a border Argent

THEODRIC ALASDIAR

Azure, a winged lion rampant Or within a bordure dovetailed Argent

WILHELMINA VON NEUKIRK

Per pale Vert and Or, two seahorses combatant Counterchanged

ESTATES THAT ARE RELEASED

AUROCH’S FJORD
HOUSE ACRE

Or, upon a cross pattee throughout azure a sinister hand couped argent charged with a
cross crosslet azure

BISQAIA
ARCHERY GUILD
Or, a pheon inverted within a bordure sable.
BISQAIA
Argent, A pale wavy azure between two wolves rampant endorsed sable
BISQAIAN ESTATES, ORDER OF
Quarterly azure and sable, a tower argent.
BISQAIAN GUILD OF BREWERS & VINTNERS
Argent, a vine pole sable entwined of a vine with leaves and fruit proper between three
mugs sable
BISQAIAN WOLVES (ORDER OF THE CROWN GUARD
Azure, two wolves combatant maintaining a sword and on a chief argent, three sheaves of
as many arrows sable.
BLOODHAVEN, ESTATE OF
Gules, a bend sinister between two death’s heads argent.
Per pale gules and argent, two death’s heads counterchanged.
Per pale gules and argent, two death’s heads within a bordure counterchanged.
CROWN BADGE
Argent, a wolf head caboshed sable within a bordure quarterly azure and sable.
FIELD HERALD
Argent, a pale azure and a orle sable within a bordure vert.
FIREFOX, CANTON OF
Vert, a fox head caboshed Or.
GOLDEN ARROW, ORDER OF
Per pale azure and sable, a arrow fesswise point to sinister Or within a bordure argent.
KYNLIGR MJOOR
Azure, a chalice Or and in chief three a bee’s volant en arrière inverted Or
Azure, a chalice within a bordure Or.
Azure, a bee volant en arrière inverted Or.
MINISTER OF ARMS
Argent, a cross azure between four wolf’s heads caboshed sable.

ORDER OF THE ALPHYN
Azure, a alphyn and in chief three crosses fleury argent.
ORDER OF THE CENTAUR
Azure, a centaur and in chief three crosses fleury argent.
ORDER OF THE DRAGON
Azure, a dragon rampant and in chief three crosses fleury argent.
ORDER OF THE GOLDEN SPOON
Argent, upon a pale azure a spoon Or within a bordure sable.
ORDER OF THE GRIFFIN’S HEART
Azure, a griffin segeant and in chief three crosses fleury argent.
ORDER OF THE MERMAID
Azure, a mermaid in her vanity and in chief three crosses fleury argent.
ORDER OF THE PEGASUS
Azure, a Pegasus rampant and in chief three crosses fleury argent.
ORDER OF THE PHOENIX
Azure, a phoenix and in chief three crosses fleury argent.
ORDER OF THE SILVER SPOON
Argent, upon a pale azure an spoon argent within a bordure sable
ROYAL NAVY
Quarterly azure and sable, an anchor within a bordure argent.
SOCIETY OF THE BISQAIAN GUILDS
Quarterly azure and sable, two keys inverted in saltire argent.
URSUS DOMIENS, ESTATE OF
Per pale vert and Or, a bear in full aspect salient and upon a chief embattled an arrow
fesswise contourne' all being counterchanged.
Vert, a bear dormant within a bordure Or.
Vert, a bear sejant erect maintaining a bow armed within a bordure Or.
Vert, a bear’s gambe erased palewise or.
Vert, a bear's head couped close between four hearts two and two Or.
Vert, a bear's head couped within a orle of eight pheons points outward Or.

GLYNMORE
CHANCELLOR

Or

Azure estoily Argent, a lion’s head caboshed Argent maintaining in its mouth an open book

MINISTER OF JUSTICE
Azure estoily Argent, a lion’s head caboshed Argent maintaining in its mouth a hanging
balance Or
MINISTER OF LISTS
Azure estoily Argent, a lion’s head caboshed Argent maintaining in its mouth an open scroll
Argent
SOVEREIGN OF ARMS
Azure estoily Argent, a lion’s head caboshed Argent enfiled of a cross Or
STEWARD
Azure estoily Argent, a lion’s head caboshed Argent between four beszants in cross
ALERION KING OF ARMS
Azure, a bend Gules fimbriated Or and overall an alerion, Argent

YORK
BARONY OF CANTEBURY
Azure, a swan Proper wings expanded, gorged with a crown
BARONY OF COEUR VALIANT
Gyronny Argent and Sable, a dragon statant contourné Purpure
BARONY OF DINN-RIGH
Gules, a chevron between a mullet of eight points, an oak leaf, and a tower, all Argent
BARONY OF EL PALACIO REAL
Per pale wavy Or and Gules, an oak leaf suspended above a tower in base Or
BARONY OF MODUINNE
Per chevron Azure and Vert, two acorns and a mushroom Argent
BARONY OF NEMETON
Per bend wavy Azure and Sable, in sinister chief a harp Or
BARONY OF TRINITY
Purpure, dexter and sinister wings debased Argent and in base a trefoil Or
BARONY OF TRISKELLE
Sable, a triskelion of armoured legs and an orle Argent

CANTON OF CHESHIRE
Gules, a lion dormant within an orle Or
CANTON OF LANCASTER
Gules, a rose Argent, slipped and leaved Vert
CANTON OF PEMBROKE
Gules, two winged spurs Or
CANTON OF PORTSMOUTH
Gules, a cockatrice between a scimitar and a scimitar reversed Or
CANTON OF SHEFFIELD
Lozengy Gules and Or, a lion sejant erect Argent
CASA ALCAZABA
Or, three bendlets wavy Gules displaced to sinister
CASA ARENAS DE SAN PEDRO
Per pale Or and Gules, a chevron and in chief two horses combatant Counterchanged
CASA DE VIZCAYA
Or, a bull passant and a chief wavy Gules
CHATEAUX ARGENT LION
Per chevron Argent and Azure, semy-de-lis and a lion rampant Counterchanged
CHATEAUX LA GUERRE
Or, semy-de-lis Sable
COUNTY OF CONTAE DUIR
Argent, a triskelion pierced and on a chief potenty Azure three oak leaves Or
COUNTY OF LYONNESE
Azure, two bars wavy Argent between three estoiles and a sea lion Or
COUNTY OF OUROBOROS
Sable, dexter and sinister wings inverted and in base a serpent with tail in mouth Argent
HOUSE CRAIGH NA DUNN
Sable, an acorn inverted and slipped and leaved within a bordure wavy Or
HOUSE CRAOBH TAIGH
Per fess Argent and Sable, a tree eradicated and withered Counterchanged

HOUSE (DE) MEDICI
Argent, a cluster of grapes vined and leafed all Proper, in chief three passion nails Gules
HOUSE DU LAC
Per bend sinister Gules and Sable, a dexter hand couped bearing a sword Argent
HOUSE FALCO DEVICE
Azure, a falcon displayed within a border Or
HOUSE FEROCE E SAGGIO
Per bend embattled grady Sable and Gules, in chief sinister a tiger's head caboshed, in
dexter base a serpent nowed Argent
HOUSE LORRAINE
Per saltire Sable and Gules, a talbot passant Argent
HOUSE OF CHERUBINA
Gules, dexter and sinister wings debased Argent and in base a heart Or
HOUSE RAGNAROK
Vert, a compass star pierced Azure between in saltire four points conjoined to a bordure
Sable
HOUSE TECCHI
Per pale Sable and Gules, four Maltese crosses Argent
HOUSE THISTLEDOWN
Gules, on a pale Or a thistle Proper
HOUSE VILLA VESPERTILLIUM LAPIS,
Sable, a bat Or
Azure, a bat displayed Or
HOUSE SERAPHINA
Azure, five annulets interlaced Or between two wings debased Argent
HOUSE TRIHEURGE
Gules, a pall inverted between three crescents Or
KINGDOM OF YORK (KING PRESENCE)
Sable, a fleur-de-lis Or between three roses Argent
KINGDOM OF YORK (QUEEN PRESENCE)
Sable, a rose Argent between three fleurs-de-lis Or

YORK
Sable, a wyvern displayed Or
Vert, a wyvern displayed Or

Held over:
None

